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Background:

 Remote sensing hyperspectral image (HSI) has a high spectral 

resolution, it can imaging at every 10nm.

 HSI is always corrupted by noise.

Non-local meets global (NGmeet):

 Assumption: the non-local similarity groups underlie a global

spectral low-rank subspace.

 Main contribution: (i). A new model, jointly learn the projection and

reduced image, with global spectral low-rank and spatial non-local

low-rank. (ii). Iteration to refine the projection matrix.

Conclusion:
 We proposed a new perspective to integrate the spatial non-local

similarity and global spectral low-rank property, which are explored
by low-dimensional projection and reduced image denoising,
respectively. In future, we plan to adopt Convolutional Neural
Network to explore non-local similarity; and automated machine
learning to help tuning and configuring hyper-parameters.
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HSI denoising: non-local similarity

 State-of-the-art: non-local matrix/tensor denoising

 Full-band-patch grouping causes heavy computational burden with 

the increase of spectral bands

 Objective function: stands for the noisy HSI; is the projection

matrix; represents the reduced image. The proposed model can

be efficiently solved by alternative minimization.

Results:

 Dataset: CAVE of size 512×512×32; Pavia of University (PaC) of

size 200×200×80; WDC of size 256×256×191.

 Comparison methods: FastHyDe [3]; KBR [2], LLRT [1].

 Evaluation: mean PSNR (MPSNR) of the all bands.

 Noise level: noise variance of value 10, 30, 50 and 100.
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